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,Thiron-Costello Proposal Big Issue 
In Tomorrow's Commuter Election 
by BRIGID COODE "There's a good possibility," Thiron, now in office, ought to 
The on again-off again' argues candidate Greg Keer, a extend this to Univeristy Senate 
Commuter Council elections race senior," that that's the purpose of seats as well. 
came to · life late· Sunday . when this proposal. The Student Senate "What's my gripe?" asks Rich 
candidates for the Student that passed it is made up entirely of Meyer in a letter to "Fellow 
Government organ let loose dorm students, and I think that's Commuting Students" released by 
campaign attacks, · centering the way they'd like the University him to the Xavier News. "Simply 
chiefly on fluctuations of the Senate to look." Keer is one of two that an election supposedly 
elections date and the Thiron- students on the Space Allocation important to 50% of· the 
Co~tello proposal for changes in Committee which last year gave undergraduates here can be so 
the planned University Senate. approval to a commuter lounge, easily juggled," the letter 
Balloting in the commuter race and presently planned for completion continues, refering to the fact that 
Freshman class elections will be second semester. Commuter Council elections were 
held Thursday and Friday. Another council hopeful: Tom twice postponed-due to poor 
Votes may be cast across from 
the Grill between 9:30 a.m. and 3:30 
p.m. Thursday and between 9:30 
and 12:30on Friday. 
The Thiron·Costello proposal 
calls for a University Senate veto 
over the Board of Trustees imd a 
change in the selection of student 
representatives seated on the 
University Senate. The plan 
approved by the Board of Trustees 
would seat the chairmen of 
Commuter and Dorm Councils and 
an equal number of on-campus and 
off-campus students. The Thiron-
Costello plan, recently endorsed by 
the Student Se!}ate would have 
open elections-thus, several 
commuter candidates claim, 
making it 11ossible that all the 
student seats on the new 
organization· could go to resident 
students. 
Gannon, was more emphatic. "As publicity and a postponement of 
the proposal made by Dan Costello Freshmen and University Senate 
stands at the present," Gannon elections by Student Governmerlt. 
insists, "it will serve to eliminate "For too long we have sat" in the 
any involvement which the Grill admiring the D'Artagnan 
commuter might have in the new murals while decisions affecting 
senate." and neglecting us a students were 
Gannon's statement also blasts being made over, under, around, 
Student Body President Mark and through us," Meyer asserts. 
Thiron for his role in promoting the A fourth candidate, Paul 
proposal. "Legislation and McLaughlin, dislikes the negative 
commuter oriented proposals can attitude of several of the 
only do as much," he quotes candidates. He stresses that much 
Thiron's platform released during can be done with a positive 
the May presidential race. approach when the problems are 
A CHINK IN THE ARMORY 
Col. Donald Whistler has opened up Armory facilities for coed 
intramural use. This marks the first major face-lifting job 
to ROTC headquar~ers. 
"I find myself in 100% agreement understood.' McLaughlin, with 
with the rest of the pro~osal in the Keer, was responsible for winning 
platform of the Thiron-Coyne _ the promised commuter lounge. He 
ticket,': his stateme~t continu?s. "I also is credited with pushing 
quot_e: What we feel1s needed IS the through the Food Advisory Service 
attamment by commu~rs of mor.e Committee a plan for Grill passes 
sen?~e seats, executive c?unc!! which will be equivalent to price 
Intramurai_Changes Include 
Coed Programs, New Hours 
by GARY REED and PEGGY GRIFFIN 
positiOns ___ .and class offices. reductions. 
Use of Xavier's R.O.T.C. Armory 
for women's intramurals and 
Urban Development programs 
highlights several major 
innovations in this year's physical 
recr~iitrtiri program, new 
Gannon stresses that he feels that M L hi' d th · c aug m, an ano er semor, 
Intramurals Director Tony 
Brueneman announced this week. 
Xavl·er AAU'P Spll.IS R' anks GaryReedaretheonlycandidates with experien·ce on Commuter 
0 T h 
Council. Reed pointed to his 
Plans are also in the making for 
an Intramural Council of ten 
students to advise the director and 
to aid in implementing new 
activities. Hours for intramurals 
have been changed in response to 
student requests, and a major 
publicity campaign is being 
outlined to attract coeds, staff 
members, and commuter students. 
. ver eac er Eva) uation knowledge of Commuter Council, 
University and Student Senate 
constitutions and proceedures, and 
to his experience as co-editor of last 
year's Commuter News. Reed, 
however, declined to comment for 
the Xavier News (because he is the 
editor).--
by BOB HERRING 
Faculty evaluation by 





faculty members ~ make up their 
own evaluation forms if they so 
desired, to Dr. Kenneth Eberhard, 
who advocated the principle of 
University Professors 
loggerheads Wednesday. 
at teacher evaluation and the 
distribution of the results to the 
Deans, department chairmen, and 
students. Of the 36 faculty 
The donnybrook developed in the 
Xavier Chapter of the A.A.U.P., 
which includes more than 50 x.u. 
professors, during their October 28 
meeting. 
Other candidates include Colleen 
McCormick, a Freshmen coed, who 
cites the importance of getting 
information, especially about 
campus social activities to 
Faculty opinion ranged from Dr. 
Walter Clark, who opposed the 
teacher evaluation and urged 
. members present, those who 
voiced their opinion took positions 
·between Dr. Clark and Dr. 
Eberhard. 
. commuting students; Betty Binder, 
Several faculty members v01ced another Freshman· Mike Grogan 
objection to the format a~opted by. Tom Jostworth.' and Kath; 
the Student Senate Committee. The Carpinello, who could not be 
forma~ adopted by the student reached by the News for comment. 
Tentative new programs for 
coeds include tennis singles and 
doubles, a golf tourney, pocket 
billiards and softball. Field hockey, 
bowling and archery are other 
possible programs. 
Release of armory facilities to the 
intramural program was given by 
Colonel Donald Whistler, 
Chairman of the Department of 
Military Science, on a part time Group Discusses 
XU Social .Life 
committee allows for the 
evaluation of a professor only with 
his. permission and the release of 
The Committee on University the results to the professor, the 
Life, which aims to investigate all Dea'?s, and the . department 
campus social activities with chanmen. Concern was expressed 
Arnold Opens Forum Series 
With Modern Movies Talk 
particular emphasis 0~ the that the results would weigh out of The University's 1970·71 Forum 
questions of intervisitation and proportion with the Series will kick off on -Thursday, 
alcohol in the dorms held its first Administration when tenure, rank, November 5, when the featured 
meeting on Tuesday, October 27. and salary were considered. speaker will be James Arnold, 
Dr. Hellcamp, a member of Faculty members who accepted widely-known film critic. 
the committee, expressed that the principle of teacher evaluation Arnold will talk on "Modern 
"the one major area being by stude.nts wer~ somewhat Movies and Morality" at 8 p.m. 
highlighted is the basic lack of apprehenstve regardmg the type of November 5 in the Armory, on 
social facilities. This could be questions to appear on the WindingWay. 
remedied by the development questionnaire the Student Senate A : 1. t h t C 't · h d d Th Journa asm eac er a of alternatives such as ommi tee as a opte · e M tte u · 't M'l k 
intervisitation." He further revelency of the quality point W?rque. A mvr~s! yih I ~ahu eef 
noted that this is the first time average and whether or not the . ascodn.smte, d rno . ls 1 e au ohr. 
0h 
· · t d t ·· · · · h a syn 1ca movie co umn w 1c the faculty has discussed and . s u en IS majormg m t e course . c 'th r 
shown concern for student whose professor he is evaluating appearsth m t' a ~Ic thnewspatpefi rs 
· 1 
1 
were questioned across e na Ion. or e pas IVe 
socaa prob ems. . · · · years he has been the monthly 
The Psychology Department is A suggestiOn was made froJll the movie and TV critic for the St. 
currently studying the floor t~at along with teacher Anthony Messenger. 
intervisitation proposal and plans evaluatiOn there be a student A b f h . " 
· · · 1 t' b th " It d mem er o t e committee .or to send questiOnnaires to various eva ua IOn Y e .acu Y an 1 d f h N · 1 
f t . f th - . . fellow students. •annu:a a war s o t e atwna ac wns o e umvers1ty Catholic Office of Motion Pictures 
community to investigate the The wide variety of positions he holds an M A degree i~ 
possibilities. of. increased on· stated and the objections raised journalism fro~· Stanford 
ca~pus soCial hfe. Dr. Hellcamp preyented a concensus University and is currently a 
pomted out that several polls have endorsement of teacher evaluation candidate for a doctoral degree in 
been taken regarding by students from being reached at mass communication at the 
((:ontinued on page 3) the Wednesday meeting. University of Wisconsin. 
Arnold's appearance is co· 
sponsored by the Communication 
Arts Department, the Rev. 
Lawrence J. Flynn, S.J., 
Chairman. Mr. and Mrs. Tom 
Schick are chairmen of the current 
Forum Series, with the Rev. 
William Topmoellc•r, S.J., serving 
as faculty advisor. 
. Following Arnold's address on 
"Modern Movies and Morality," a 
pair of local panelists will augment 
the program and present their 
viewpoints. 
They are Mrs. Frederick Bohlen, 
mother of nine and vice president 
of the Archdiocesan Council of the 
Liaty, and the Rev. William J. 
Hagerty, S.J., a member of Xavier's · 
Communication Arts Department 
and film columnist for a chain of 
local suburban newspapers. 
• Mr. ,Arnold will join with the 
pan lists in an open discussion from 
8:45 to 9:15 p.m., after which the 
audience will participate in a 
q uestion·and-answer period. 
basis. The Armory facilities will be 
available after 4 p.m. once they are 
established, Bureneman explained. 
The university has agreed to do the 
necessary · painting and 
renovations. Activities will include 
basketball, two volleyball courts 
and two .badminton courts, 
shuffleboard.- courts, and facilities 
for small children to be used in 
summer Urban Affairs programs. 
However, there will be no 
shower facilities for girls in the 
Armory, although plans are 
being studied to use one of the 
classrooms as a dressing room. 
But, Brueneman points out, 
neither do any other 
intramural programs provide 
showers-including those for 
university staff and commuting 
students. 
Current plans for the proposed 
intramural council call for ten 
students, six men and four women, 
divided evenly between on and off 
campus students. Evening 
students and university staff 
workers may also be added. 
Student Government will be asked 
to-nominate students to the council. 
Presently, intramurlas have 
been removed from both 
university gymnasiums to 
make room for varsity team 
practices, leaving student 
programs the small enclosed 
area at the rear of the main 
fieldhouse floor and the hand 
ball courts, plus limited access 
to on 'campus outside facilities. 
And there is a possibility that 
the varisty baseball squad may 
soon remove intramural& 
altogether from their cramped 
quarters behind the gymn. 
Intramural offices for equipment 
are open from 11:00 a.m. to 10:00 
p.m. weekdays, which is an hour 
later than last year. Saturdays, 
equipment may be borrowed from 
10:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m., and 
Sundays from 1:00 p.m. to 5:00p.m. 
The new lntramurals Director, 
Tony Brueneman, is an Education 
Department instructor and a 
Xavier graduate · with teaching 
experience in local public schools. 
His office is in the fieldhouse 
offices of the· physical education 
branch of the Education 
Department. 
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Pllbllalllll wlftly dui11• the ec'-1 ,_ -.,& nrl~ -tloa ............ 1111ioc11 bJ XaM Ualftnl", llalnllteD ~"' 
E._nttoa, CinciMati, Ohio 4U07. 13.00 P1r ,_, · · . . . · . . 
·'Unnatural Environment' .. 
Editor: 
Ea._... • _.. -. _..., 0cto111r 4, aM at the Pa.& ome. of CIMIIulaii, .. Ohio ....r. ib. Act of .._.. a, ai'Ji~. Nice try Greg,· but before the main issue becomes too distorted let's 
. ______ ..-,;..... ___ ;..;...-.....--.;..;...;;.;..;...;..,;.;;,;o..;~~...;,;;;;;;;;;;;~.-;;;..;;;;;;;;;;..;;;;;;~;..;;..;;;;;;;;;..::..;;:;.;;,;~-....1. make a few clarifications in reg!ll'ds to Intervisitation. 
The HI~C Radical Report . 
Ignoring a court order forbidding 
release of its report to the press, the House 
Internal Security Committee has 
published a postscriptum of "radicals" 
who reputedly have earned substantial 
sums of money by lecturing on college 
campuses. The H.I.S.C. report reveals 
that these "radicals" were given over 
$100,000 in speaking fees at the small 
·number of colleges surveyed, representing . 
before inviting poets to campus beeause 
.one can never tell what petitions they 
might have signed. We express our 
gratitude to the House Internal Security 
Committee for alerting us to such 
travesties Qf freedom of speech and 
freedom of association, and we hope that 
it will continue to safeguard our libertieiJ 
with a watchful eye. . . · 
-JMC 
over 10% of the total fees· paid to visiting . . 
lecturers at ttie colleges in question. · · The 
This H.I.S.C. report has touched off a 
great deal of public · indignation, 
particularly among certain ''responsible" 
Xavier· ·Plan 
The problem of sexual promiScuity is real in the eyes of parents 
therefore the students do need to go back and talk to their parents; 
However, this promiscuity is not the main issue behind Intervisitation. 
Rather, it is the unnatural environment in which the resident' student 
must live. Granted, the main issue is ·often clouded over by numerous 
side iuues, but based on the 888Umption that students are basically 
mature and responsible young men and women, then sexual 
promiscuity becomes one of these side issues. There is, however, a 
definite need to develop this maturity to its fullest degree; and it is this 
maturation process which is aided by an Intervisitation policy. At 
present the X.U. dormi~ries are ncn conducive to this maturation 
proceu. 
Students view their rooms as their home·for nine months out of the 
year, and it is this view that parents and administrators must come to 
underiltand in light of the Xavier dormitories. 
Mike Coffey 
Chairman, Visitation Committee 
·. ~~.ucatiorJ, Explanation 
newspapers. These organa bewail the fact At a time when the governors of this 
that students are being exposed to radicBI state and of neighboring Kentucky may Editor: 
ideas and that institutions of higher send armed troops against the civilian 
learning are· USing their funds to SUpport populations Our UniVersitieSL When the 
those attempting to overthrow the war lingers on; erroding the spirit and 
American system. lives of the young and the vitality of our 
Last year, John Ciardi, one of the colleges, when bomb threats and crime 
"radicals" described -in the H.I.S.C. destroy the security of · campuses, 
expose, spoke at the College of Mount St. participatory democracy is vital. 
Joseph - leading us to the strange, but I!~)' is a singularly peculiar. fact that 
true conclusion that the Mount supports . Xavier University regularly schedules 
the radical movement in this country~ examinations during national elections 
Undoubtedly, very few were aware of this. week. Fall mid-term exams always 
Indeed, few of Mr. Ciardi's listeners coincide with the important. November 
were aware that he is a radical. Ciardi is a balloting, and final exams .. in. : May 
poet and- the poetry editor of Saturday gel!-er~ly overlap primary election: days, · 
Review, author of several children's books This. 18 unfortunate, and for the students 
. and translator of Dante's Divine Comedy. who are politically involved, embittering~ · 
In the last edition of the News, you asked for some su1gestions to 
improve the quality of this publication .. My thought would be to get 
humor, as well as human interest, in whatever you compose. When you 
do this, you will find that what is written will be read and discussed. 
As an example, I offer what ''little Don", my son, wrote for his 7th 
grade English class. He was supposed to Write a poem about education. 
(Isn't that the business you guys and gals are in?' 
EDUCATION 
Education is a situation and a concentration which caulies 
appreciation, aggravation and devastation besides integration and 
desegration which influences the destination and determination of our . 
united nation. - . 
Sincerely, 
Donald J. Sheehan 
2759 Felicity Place 
Cincinnati, Ohio, 45211 
is Football Worth It? However, these activities, danger~us. The issue at stake is more th~ a little though they are, do not exhaust the range -personal irritation at this bureaucratic 
of his radicalism. Ciardi has also, (God inconvenience: moat students are 
forbid!) suggested publicly that the House effectively removed from any 
Un-American Activities Committee participation in the electoral system if Editor: 
(recently renamed. the House Internal they cannot serve as poll workers er At a time when private educational institutions appear to be in • serious financial straits; I find one thing, particularly here at Xavier, 
Security Committee) is itself .un-American campaign aides, since most Ohio students · to be somewhat incongruous with the idea of fiscal stability - namely, 
and should be abolished. . do not have the franchise. football. Is this sport really that essential to the life of OUR com· 
Mr. Ciardi's speech seemed innocent The faculty is constrained as well by munity when it is evident that operating costs are constantly sky· 
enough at the time: He discussed the the tasks of preparing tests and rociketing? ' . . . 
P
urposes of liberal education. asserti. 'ng correcting them at this important time. It . In light of tuition increases (which were not to be substantial after 
• · the increase from $33 per hour to $38), the elimination of the debate 
that education should move an individual is strong perhaps to call this an club, and the shorte.W.g of the newspaper due to lack of money, one 
-into contact with the mainstream of his abridgement of their political rights, but is forCed to question the expenditures in the athletic area. To improve 
intellectual heritage. But perhaps one can is also an unnecessary constraint. our football program, as Coach Selcer stated in the Enquirer, it would 
l'mamne h1's 118' teners beco-~ng so The Pri c to 1 hi h all be nece888l')' for· Xavier to intensify her recruitment program. Would 8 '" "" n e n P ~~ w c ows it not be safe, then, to assume tha~ such an endeavor would warrant 
emotionally entrapped by this rhetoric, ~tudents and teachers. time off, a change . an increase in athletic scholarships? If so, from where would the 
they would rush out and buy a copy of m calendar, and other ·suggestions should money come? 
Wordsworth or Coleridge. be ~ken under advisement. Such changes It should be quite obvious that support of i~ch an action could not 
The College of Mount St. Joseph should are difficult to.· make, but the price of . come from the university's operatin1 resources. Paid attendance· at 
be soundly condemned for its part in lethargy is even more onerous. home games co~d not cover auch an. endeavor ~ther. But if the 
abbetting anarchy. It sho_uld hesl't te . DGR football program is to be improved, as Selcer himself feels it ahould. 
a - be, money will definitely be needed. , 
Reprinted from OHIO STA'l1E LANT1~RN 
T.h•. ~rand Jury finds you guilty of not ·ducking the Na'tional Gua,cr bull~ts at: Kent 
In conclusion, then, it is .necessary that one thing be made clear. 
I am not questioning the value of football in pneral. I am queetion· 
ing the value of the sport as it now ~ects Xavier from a financial 
point of view. Is it worth the time, the money, and the eft'ort now 
· . being put into it? And if the program is to be revamped, will it 
help Xavier in the long run?. 
Sincerely, 
Joe Roeinsld 
'A Prophet In Our Midst' 
Editor: 
In this ·war-torn time of bitterness and despair, this Christian 
university-has been blessed with a new hope - a prophet living in the 
midst of us, whose sole misaion is to bring peace on earth, good will 
towardmen. · 
Let us rise and stand behind him, let us burn our chaft cards and 
replace them ~th holy cards, let us throw down our weapons and 
march with rosaries instead. Let us find refuge in Bellarmine Chapel 
and pray for those poor souls overseas still afflicted by devils' tyranny. 
Let all our voices be one in supplication to our Father in heaven to make 
all those bellicose orientals grown choleric on rice repent. And when we 
emerge from Bellarmine to find our unguarded Holy Land·overrun with 
infidels, let us once again rise and stand behind our prophet. And if he 
should be the first to feel their wrath, may we suggest he turn the other' 
cheek before we make~ mad dash for the armory. 
Sincerely, 
Jule Schulhoff 
XAVI.~R. UNIVER$1TY, CINCINNAn, OHIO,.WEDNII!SP~V, NOVEMiaEf' ~. 197() . P81e.3 
Fac~lty Colu~n Joseph Wessling 
Liberal . A.rts on a Limited Budget 
Let us assume that the Bachelor . 
of Arts degree is intended to certify ~hat they will never be more than judgment, to the imagination, to 
that the recipient has received a Imperfectly achieved. Yet we have the student's basic assumptions, to 
liberal education. Let us further . no right to lower our aims. his order of values, and to his 
aitsume that a liberal education is a To what extent are we at Xavier ability to articulate and defend his 
liberating process, that it frees one providing a truly liberal education? beliefs and conclusions. ·. 
from ignorance, from . prejudice, This is the question which we must I suspect that most colleges and 
from false values, from ·careless frequently ask ourselves, and yet I universities fail to provide these 
·habits of thought, from narrow self· doubt that we ever come fully to necessary challenges and that 
interest. In postive terms, we are · grips with it, even in re-examing so Xavier is not one of the exceptions. 
assuming that among the goals of major an aspect of ·our program as In relative terms, this institution is· 
a liberal education are breadth of the core curriculum. The great perhaps not doing too ·badly. 
knowledge, love of beauth and danger in not continually facing up Xavier has two decided advantages 
goodness, realistic self-appraisal, a . to this question is that we will over many other institutions. First, 
dispassionate search for truth, a settle for achieving only one goal of it is large enough to offer a varied 
passionate seeking after justice, a liberal education-freedom from program with an adequately 
and confidence in the pursuit of ignorance. It is relatively easy to specialized faculty and small 
ideals. If. one accepts . the above as impart information . and relatively enough to allow personal and 
at least a partial listing of the goals easy to test the retention of it. But fruitful contact between faculty 
of a liberal education, it becomes such teaching challenges only the and students. Secondly, Xavier is 
evident that our objectives as ·memory, and that is not enough. blessed with a faculty which is 
educators are indeed ambitious and There must be challenges to the genuinely dedicated to teaching. 
/ 
Report Defines Moderator Role 
Due to the controversy aroused faculty moderator for the student 
by material printed in an issue last publications, the Xavier News, the 
year's Atheneaum, a subcommiitee Athenaeum, and the Musketeer 
of the University Publications ·Annual. 
Committee has submitted to Mr. 
Roderick Shearer, Dean of Student 
Affairs, a report defining the role of 
Our great disadvantage is a lack 
of money, the consequences of 
which are larger classes and 
heavier-than-average teaching 
loads. One occasionaly hears. it 
asserted that class ~sh~e has no 
bearing on student achievement. If 
achievement is to be understood as 
Doesn't She Really f!J·· . ·Want A Ring From 
Newstedt-Loring Andrews? 
(For men's eyes only: The lowest 
prices in town ... surprising, but 
it's true ... divided payments ... no 
finance charges. Set shown is $300. 





Dean Shearer, after making the accumulation of data the 
minor changes, s.ent a cop~ of the assertion is probably corr~t, but 
report to Rev. Vtctor B. Nteporte,' one must deplore the low aim of 
S.J., Acting President, for final such an education. Are we _. 
approval. developong disciplined intellects F--------._;~ __ ._;._;.._ __ :-... ____ ..:-;-,.,:...;..,....,. 
The key issue of the unchanged devoted to the dispassionate search 
report is the paralrraph defining . for truth? Are we developing 
intervisitation, but the committee the role of the faculty moderator. creative thinkers capable of 
is doubtful whether they will be "The faculty advisor, who is the origi~ating ideas. an~ ~rtic~lating 
used since they represent the University's representative, fills a them. Are we msttlhng m our 
independent work of several role which is important and which . students a ~ov~ 0! beauty and a 
different individuals and groups should exert a positive influence on sen~te .o.f JUStice. . Are . we so 
over a wide span of time. students. The advisor should have challengmg . !lnd sttmulatmg our . 
(Continued from_page 1) 
Hellcamp regrets that the. a meeting with the student group at studen_ts that t~ey. will h~nceforth 
commiitee's work will be a ··the beginning of the year to discuss ~ev~r · · ~· · · satls!ted wtth the . 
slow process and thus the the student activities calendar and unexam.m~d .. ·· .hfe?. Are we 
planned Thanksgiving· the events of the coming year in ac~-~~p~~~~n~ .. ~~e final end of a 
deadline for action on some detail. The advisors role in genum.e bbe~al. . . . 
intervisitation is probably pre-publication guidance• and post- education-hberatmg the student 
"unrealistic.'.' . He.' ask¢_. fpr pup~ication criticism.... from the need for a teacher? 
stud-:nts' · P,~th~?~e · · ~iid · ·The_ s~bc~mmittee- report also TJie· above objectives are ··not 
promtsed that posatlve action stated that the "student press will easily achieved when funds are 
should be taken by the end of be free of censorship and advance severely limited.. The financial 
• the first semester." . approval of copy, and its editors pl,ght of the .universtiy makes any 
Regarding alcoholic beverages in and managers will be free to s~eable. over-all decrease in class 
the dorms, Hellcamp maintains develop their own editorial policies size. impossibl~ at this time. It 
that university policy should be and news coverage." The report might no be impossible, however, 
made more explicit. "Statements in comes· to the conclusion that "the to inaugurate a program of under-
the university handbook editor-in-chief of the various graduate seminars in which the 
concerning alcohol in the dorms publications will be personally student's intellect could be brought 
should comply with state. law so responsible for all that is printed." actively and creatively to bear 
· that any viQlations can be properly upon ideas and problems of real 
As a result of last year's · 'f' A ·1 f handled." stgm tcance. p1 ot program o 
Other faculty members on the Atheneaum controversy, faculty such seminars might at least give 
committe~ include Dr. Vytautas advisor Mr. James A. Glenn some indication of the value of 
re.signed, leaving a vacancy still d d' te · · th Bieliauskas, Dr. Don Cosgrove, un ergra ua semmars m e 
and Dr. Lee Elliot unfilled at the P~t;sent t~me. -. liberal arts curriculum. 
'')<. 
•c~""""""" """' "Coko" oro ·,;~ ••• ~~{ < . > · · · • · - -· 
13o~led under the authority of The Coca-Cola Company by;·. ' . under authority of The Cocn-Coln Company by: . 
· .. · · · ';!'l'he Cocn-Coln Bottling Works Company, Cincinnati ·. 
INNER. 
' . . . 
CIRCLE 
2.621 VINE STREET 
PHONE 281-9518 
OPEN TUESDAY thru SUNDAY 
8:00 P.M. 'till 2:30A.M. 
DANCING - SHOWS .. 
~OMISSION 
$1.50 GIRLS- $2.50 GUYS 
INCLUDES ALL BEER AND SOFT 
DRINKS FROM 8:00 •TILL MIDNIGHT 
COMING SOON 
e WAYNE COCHRAN 
AND THE C.C. RIDERS 
e MICKEY AND LARRY 
AND THE EXCITERS 
· e ORANGE COLORED.SKY 





Includes all Beer and Soft 
· Drinks from 8:00. 'till Midnight. 
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Specia_l Feature . 
WVXU-FM Mixes Education, Good Music 
by JIM GRUENWALD The transmitter is located at the segments of live talk and 
Symmes St. studio facilities. A uninterrupted m.usic. 
WVXU-FM, Xavier University's unique arrangement enables the Even the athletic-minded listener 
newly-licensed radio station, transmitter to be operated ·by is not forgotten. WVXU broadcasts 
operates from the same facilities as remote control in the C.A. offices. all home football and basketball 
did the former station, WCXU-AM. ·Travel problems are merely games for Xavier Unive.rsity. as 
But there the similarity ends. overcome by the flick of a switch. well as those of St. Xavter Htgh 
WVXU (91.7 mHz) represents a ·Th . b' . School. 
total transition from an AM to an e mam o ~ecttves and goals of Th. t t' h h WVXU programming lie with its e s a ton owever . as 
FM non-commercial venture. The "FCC Committment." The FCC en~untered some psychological • 
programming of the new operation requires license applicants to. static. The s.taff at present only 
reflects a new concept in . numbers a dozen men due to lack of 
educational broadcasting. ?nswer questtons on t~e nature of returnees, especially among 
According to faculty moderator, tts proposed operatiOns. .The veterans. 
M J h G M · WVXU ·n answers to these questions r. o n . aup10, WI formulate station policy. "We One of the problems, says Terry 
present educational programs T d te 
must," says Mr. Maupin, "stick to eagar en, ve r~n. announcer 
spiced with good m~sic. these guidelines or else we won't who has returned, Is 10 the concept Tom Fischer at the mike of WVXU-FM. 
Broadcasting activities, which keep our license when it comes up of ~ucational radio. "Gra!'ted t~e . . , 
began on Aug. 5, 1970, were the for renewal in three years " station has to be educational 10 There 1sn t enough appeal to the body. Faculty members will serve 
climax to 16 months' work in . · . . nature, we have to define what we college population." as radio director and an assistant · 
getting the station constructed and Maup10 hopes the statton will mean by educational and what The aim of the station is to be the will function as program director. 
licensed. Conversion ·and serve as an "educational mediu~" audiences we are seeking. It seems voice of the entire university Mr. Maupin is presently fulfilling: 
intenerence problems necessitated ~nd to elevate t~e tastes of Its that we are trying to reach old co~m,unity. The University Radi~ bothduties. 
the conversion ending the 13 year listeners. The baste ~ormula fo_r the ladies, invalids, and little kids. Committee will be the governing (Con,tinued on. page 5~ 
reign of AM radio on campus. present are alternatmg 14 mmute ~· _______ .;;__....;.. ______________ ...;..'---------....., 
;Siegfried 'Opti·mistic' Despite:. 
Large Drama Budget Slash 
by BOB HELERINGER 
Despite a 50% budget cut of the 
university's thespian activities, 
Mr. David A. Siegfried, executive 
director of the X.U. Players, is 
optimistic. A speech and drama 
instructor at Xavier, Siegfried 
.informed The News of the slash 
attributing it to a university-wide 
program to decrease the budgets of 
all departments. 
Siegfried stated that, although 
the drama productions had already 
been laboring under "a self-
inflicted 25% cut in expenditures, 
they weren't quite prepared for 
such a big cut so soon." 
The drastic budget cut, according 
to Siegfried, will affect the theater 
group in the following ways. Their 
first production, a musical entitled 
"Half-A-Sixpence", is slated for the 
weekend of November 6, 7, and 8. 
"Since musicals are extremely 
expensive," he said, "we are 
·showing this play on one weekend 
only. However, there will be an 
extra show on Saturday night to 
compensate." 
The remainder of the "Season 
'71" productions will be shown on 
the two consecutive weekend 
format. 
Siegfried believes that the 
reduction of funds "has a positive 
aspect, too." They will do away 
with most of their professional 
budget (orchestra, ornate sets, etc.) 
and, instead, will use Xavier 
personnel which, remarked Mr. 
Siegfried, "according to the. talen 
we get, could be real good." 
Another inportant consequence 
of the revised budget is the 
employment of the "stock concept." 
Since the Theater Department 
anticipated. a future cut of 
somekind, they stockpiled a 
healthy supply of scenery (sets). In 
other words, scenery made for one 
production will be used as often as 
possible for future plays. In 
addition, Mr. Siegfried insists, the 
cut "will force me to do a better 
job." ) 
As the executive planner, he 
will have to keep his sets 
"artistically simple." But quickly 
added, "They won't look that way; 
the audience will not suffer one bit. 
It is a case of Jess quantity and 
more quality. More skill will be 
needed for 'there will be no room for 
mistakes." 
Siegfried has not abandoned his 
efforts to gain some extra capital. 
He has petitioned the university to 
set up a base student admission fee 
of at least $1.00 for each play, 
whereas in the past admission for 
students was free. 




Allegheny's Young Adult Card lets you 
fly whenever you want to (even holidays), 
gives you advance reservations and 
saves you up to 331!3 %. 
If you're between 12 and 22, 
what are you waiting for? 
Stop by an Allegheny Airlines 
ticket counter and purchase 
your Young Adult Card. 
Only $5.00 for the rest 
of 1970. 
And remember, Allegheny 
also accepts other 
airlines Young Adult 
Cards, too. 
ALLEGHENY AIR SYSTEM® 
We have a lot more going for· you 
.. · 
THE HUDEPOHL BREWING 
From. the golden grain 'neath the generous sun comes the·pure grain beer 
the mOst enjoyable 
taste in:beer today· 
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New Draft RlJ:~e May End Some Worr.ies. 
by MIKE 'MYERS 
"lhavemy.2HF!" ·· Briefly, then, if you were in the up this chance. You can call any 
December 1969 lettery and you do draft board for information your 
"Two'Home-Free"-This may be have a number higher than 195, own for specific numbers. Mike 
the title of the classification you should write a letter Perke, S.J., is available on campus 
invented by the Selective Service immeqiately (or at least before the for draft counselling at either his 
System for these students who act end of November) requesting that office phone, 853-3485, or his room, 
quickly enough in the next few your draft board drop your 2-S 853-3305. You can also contact 
·weeks to end their draft worries. deferment and make you 1-A. Make Cincinnati Draft Information 
· According to a new directive it very clear that you wish this to be Services at 2699 Clifton Ave., or 
. issued Monday, Oct. 26th, by done before the end of the year so call them between 7 and 10 P.M., 
Selective Service Director, Curtis that your year of exposure to the Monday through Thursday nights. 
W. Tarr, certain draft-age men will draft will have been all of 1970. Be Their number is 861-5660. The time . 
be to drop their 'deferments now, sure to sign it with both your name to act is now! 
make it through the lettery, and and your Selective Service number, · 
beat the draft. These men, with such as S.S.#33-31·50-1595. It is 
students (that's you), occupational, best to keep a carbon copy and to WVX U-FM 
fatherhood, or hardship send the letter "registered mail, . 
deferments, can now waive their return receipt requested" in order to (Contmued from page 4) 
privileged defermen~ and enter the make sure that they get it ~fore Certainly, WVXU does n~t 
1-A manpower pool if it is apparent· Dec:ember. The draft boards will be· appear to be as student-oriented as • 
· that their draft lettery number will flooded with such requests within waa WCXU in the past and this is 
not be reached by the end ·of the the next few weeks, so you may not causing some antagonism already. 
I h bee d fined h rece. "h free" . year. t aa now n e t at a~e Y?ur new ome Last years' station program , 
exposure to the draft for this Iaat classification · for a couple of di to H Tr ti 1 that 
art f th will . t th month rec r, arry aynor, ee s P o e year coun as e e. the faculty moderator is not 
necessary exposure for. the· whole For those who have numbers flexible enough, that the entire 
_year. If a man thus ends the year under 195, you may want to· contact operation is totally faculty 
with a 1-A classification without your draft board and see if they can controlled. "Even our concept of 
having the draft call reach his give you an honest and accurate . good music varies. Last year we 
number, he is "home-free" and will estimate of how high they will be were mostly rock; now its all 
be put in a classification much like going by the end of the year. This classical and changes in this 
the one for men over the age of 26. reporter contacted the Campbell matter can only be suggested." 
Tarr said-that lettery number 195 County draft board in Kentucky . . . . 
will be the highest lettery number (board numbers 11 and_ 133) and H~ as agaan wo~kmg wi~h. the 
called this year nationwide, and he was infermed that they are at statio?• but · only. m a mammal 
invited these men who received number 138 and do not anticipate capa~ty. 
higher number than 195 in the going much higher in this last part Mr. Maupin emphasizes that 
December 1969 lettery to take of the year. Therefore, a person WVXU-FM has a committment to 
advantage of the opportunity to with say number 180 could take a the FCC and we intend to keep it. 
end their maximum exposure to the very educated risk and join those "Certainly our purposes , and 
draft in a year which, for them, is with numbers over 195 and also objectives are not the same as in 
already safe. This opportunity ask the board to drop his 2-S at this the past." 
applies only to these men hom in time. It would certainly 'be worth ... ··-••••••lllil 
1950 or before, who were in the the effort to investigate one's board 
December 1969 lettery. If you were in this area. , 
in last July'slettery, next year will If you are not sure from this 
be the first year of maximum article what you should do, be sure 
possible exposure to the draft, and ·to contact someone and don't pass 
you will have to wait until a ·year 




• • • 
Specl•l Cut Cr.•r~froiled 
• Sirloin Steak 
• Idaho Baked Potato 
c•ef's Crisp G•rden 
• Salad Bowllt':'.~~ 
., Drtlllll 
hrllc 'I'' Fre•ch loll 
MONFORT HEIGHTS 
1 ..... lr Chnltt U.. 
ROSELAWN 
7110 ......... . 
NORTHERN KY. 
4111 Dl•l• Jlwy, 
CHERRY GROVE 
IN7 ''"•m•..t Aft. 
WOODLAWN' 






America's "ONLY" Membership Organization 
Devoted Solely to Providing Economic 
Benefits for the "STUDENTS of AMERICA" 
s 
r PROG-RAMs AND sERVICEs oFFEREDl 
I TO MEMBERS I 
~--- - -- - - - ...... - - - - ~ 
Tuition Financing 




World Travel Tours 
Job Placement Service 
Insurance Counselling 
Hundred· Grand Ufe Plan 
Major Medical Insurance 
Hotel Discount Rate 
Hospital Indemnity Program 
T. W.A. Travel Card 
Car Discounts 
FOR FREE INFORMATION FILL OUT 
BLANK AND SEND TO: 
S.E.A . 
333 CAREW TOWER 
CINCINNATI, OHIO 45202 
NAME 
ADDRESS ................................ . 
SCHOOL .................................. . 
PHONE 
OR CALL 721-8243 
Some people may have us 
wrong. It's possible. 
· For instance, we Paulists 
are known for the printed . 
and the spoken word. Books, 
radio, and TV. The glamorous 
world. . 
But there is another, bigger 
· world in which the Paulist 
moves ... 
. A dusty corner in Utah 
where Paulists offer 
material and spiritual relief 
to migrant workers. 
Brewed With Pure 
Artesian SpringWater 
An area known as East 
Village and a Paulist who 
·understands the meaning 
of "taking a trip." 
A Newman Center on a 
troubled college campus 
and a priest who is not a 
judge but an understanding 
ear and a mediator. 
Being a Paulist isn't easy .. 
Being a Paulist isn't glamorous. 
It's better. 
For more information on 





415 Welt 59tll Street 
New York, N.Y. IH19 
TRY USI 
We're On Campus Now-Student Union Bldg. 
• 
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~· ~ Entertainment '70 
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' Chicago ' Plays at .Xavier Nov. 21; 
Advance Tickets on Sale for $4.50 
Columbia recording stars, 
"CHICAGO" will continue the 
big name entertainment that 
has hit Xavier University in 
the 70's. The November 21, 
concert looks to be one of the 
biggest the University .has seen. 
The event is a sit-down concert as 
was Santana's concert last year. 
with a creative intent. The spirit of System, CTA. Since Chicago has 
the members of the band returns IJTOWn into the type of group for 
the word "group" to its original which many college students were 
connoatation. While the musicians seaching. It is an understatement 
are united in a common goal, each to say that the group is well-
man is a complete individual. Not received on campuses throughout 
one, for example, would be so ·the country. Overwhelming 
presumptuous as to speak for the ovations greet them whenever they 
other members of the group. appear. Their music gives hope for 
All seats are on a first-come, first· There is not one star in this 
serve basis. Ther are no reserved band; all are equally good, and 
seats available. Tickets will be the problem that corrodes, 
priced $4.50 for advanced sales and slow or fast, so many groups ... 
$5.00 at the door, the night of the ego ... does not exist. If one man 
concert. Tickets will go on sale is sick, the others will · not go 
beginning November 3 to the on. If the band should fold, all 
general public. Tickets will be on have decided that there is 
sale in the booth across from the noother band to follow it. 
grill from 10:00 to 7:00. Their first album was called 
"Chicago" began as an "Chicago Transit Authority," the 
experimental band of individuals namesake for Chicago's Transit 
Players Open Theatre Season 
With "Half-a-Sixpence' 
The X.U. Players are putting the 
final touches on "Half-A-Sixpence" 
which opens this Friday. The play 
will run three nights with two 
performances Saturday, Nov. 7, at 
7 and 10 pm. The play is under the 
direction of Otto Kvapil and all 
parts will be played by student 
actors. 
Denny Horton, who. plays Artie 
Kipps, is a sophomore at Xavier. 
This summer worked as an 
apprentice at Cincinnati's 
Playhouse in the Park where he 
was seen as Demetrius in 
Shakespeare's "Midsummer 
Nights Dream.'' 
Artie's counterpart in the 
production is Anne, played by 
Margaret Hill, who has a long list 
of theatre credits. She has spent 
her past two summers on the 
Showboat Majestic where she 
appeared in "George M", "Pal 
Joey", "The Drunkard" and others. 
Last year she was seen as one of 
the four angles in Xavier's 
"Anything Goes". Miss Hill has 
appeared on · the local television 
shows and is a musical theatre 
major at the College Conservatory 
of Music. 
Artie's sidekicks are played by 
Gary McGurk, Rick Holben, and 
Tim Bullard. McGurk, a senior here 
majoring in Communication Arts, 
was seen in Edgecliff's summer 
season this year and at Xavier last 
year in the productions of "Loot", 
"Anything Goes" and "Member of 
the Wedding", to name just a few: 
Holben, another sophomore C.A. 
•' 
J 
major, was also seen in previous 
productions at Xavier and 
Edgecliff. Bullard is a graduate 
student at Xavier has done work in 
Children's Theatre. 
Also featured in the ~how is 
Kathie Labanz who played the 
female lead roles in both "Loot" 
and "The Glass Menagerie.'~ 
The production has been in 
rehearsal for over a month and 
involves a cast of more than 30 
people, not to mention 'the 
construction, lighting, costume and 
prop crews. There are still good 
seats available at the box office 
across from the Grill in the 
University Center or by phoning 
853-3559 for further information. 
Siegfried "Optimistic' 
(Continued from page 4) 
Upcoming events on the theater 
agenda: Next semester, the Xavier . 
group is performing · two 
productions for the Children's 
Theater. The plays, sponsored by 
the Cincinnati Board of Education, 
will be shown at Taft Theater 
before an expected grade school 
student audience of 15,000 for each 
performance. 
Siegfried is also working on the 
feasibility of adding more course 
offerings in Theater. He said: "We 
are rapidly moving toward a 
.possibility of a Theater major, 
which is not tto far off in the 
future." 
Julie Ayleswm·thy, Joodie Meeker, Kathy Kvapil and Peggy 
Schneidet· in a rehearsal scene from 'Half-A-Sixpence' opening 
Fdday night in the Xavier Theatre. 
a long-awaited rock renaissance. 
The "Chicago" family consists of 
seven members: Dan Seraphine 
(drums), who studied percussion at 
DePaul and has been playing for 
eleven years; Robert Lamm 
(organ/electric organ/vocals), one 
of the more prolific writers of the 
group; Terry Kath (guitar/vocal) 
has been playing for eight years, 
although no formal training as 
such; Walt Perry (woodwinds) 
studied with players in the Chicago 
Symphony. Lee Loughno:1e 
continues the music with his 
trumpet, flugel horn and is well 
known in Chicago; Pete Cetera the 
sixth member of the group 
contributes his bass and voice to 
the band. Finally, Jim Pankow 
rounds out the melody with his 
trombone. He is experienced with 
jazz and is responsible for much of 
Chicago's composition and brass 
arr~ngemen~. 
ROYALTY $300 TO 500 
WED. RING 87.50 MAN'S ISO 
"':r'"'"-::..:...GISTERE,O k 
·~P-SS. 8" 
DIAMOND RINGS ' 
Soon', you will choose 
the ring to symbolize your 
engagement. Choose Keep· 
sake ... and be sure of 
a perfect diamS>nd. of 





750 Swifton Shopping Center. 
Cint'innati, Ohio 
731-1800 
712 Madison Avenue, 
Covington, Kentucky 
261-7694 
8th and Monmouth. 
Newport, Kentucky 
261-4183 
Liberal Discounts on all mer-
chandise for all Xavier stu· 
dents and faculty members 
JACK NICHOLSON nw -·· P/Et:EB
.. The funniest movie I've seen this· 
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FORUM CLUB & APARTMENTS 
• Student Lease's (3-6-9-Months) · 
• Located 10 Minutes from Xavier Univ. 
• 1-2 Bedroom Apartments 
• Furnished & Unfurnished 
• First Half Month's Rent Free· 
717 Dixmyth Avenue-Open 10 a.m.-7 p.m. 
Saturday 9 a.m.-6:30 p.m.-Sunday 12-4 
Call: 552-7777 (After 7 p.m. 851-4530) 
-:-~ 
rl 
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Villanova'· Tops Muskies, 42-14 
LOSING STREAK CONTINUES 
by DENNY KING, 
Sports Editor 
The Muakies lost another great the first play of the fourth quarter 
opportunity later in the quarter. for 11 yards and Siani ran off the 
Villanova quarterback, Woodring remaining 13 yards to score. When 
went back to pass about mid-field Berrang kicked the extra point the 
. . . . when Xavier's defense put on the quarter was only 7 seconds old. 
Xavter Univ~rsity lost theu pressure and caused him to fumble. Two playa later Paul Smith was 
eighth consecutive game '?f the The ball rolled free for at least five intercepted by linebacker John 
season. as they faced the Wildcats seconds but no one seemed ~ be Babinecz who ran it back to 
of VIllanova .last Saturday able to get at it. At first it appeared Xavier's 14 yardline. Villanova 
afternoon. The W.ddc~ts scratched that one Xavier defender would scored again in only four plays as 
upatotalof28~Intsmthesecond have it when Wildcat John Elash John Hyem dove over the middle 
halffora~oundmg42·14defeat. appeared out of nowhere and fromoneyardout. 
This was the third straight game pounced on it. The Muskies then· returned 88 
that the second half was to be the Xavier's defence held the yards in 12 plays for their 
factor in what otherwise was a Wildcats for the remainder of the second and last touchdown of 
close contest. One week previous half and the score remained ~4-7. the game. Dan Brady had then 
the Spartans of Tampa had come been making the calls for 
on the field in the second half with The Muskies got but one first Xavier and on a 2-G situation 
a meager 8 point lead and score an down m the entire third quarter as he pitched out to Geoff Huwer 
additional 20 points while leaving their defense held the Wildcats to who rolled into the end zone 
the Muskies scoreless. Temple had five. Villanova did, however, from 9 yards. Huber made good 
done the same the week before to manage to score midway through the extra kick leaving the score 
aid a 28-15 victory· the quarter when Xavier was forced 35-15. 
Villanova proved to be no to punt from their own 15 yardline. The Wildcats then restored to a 
'Hard-Hitting' DelVecchio 
Bright Spot on Defense 
by JIM LYNCH Tony played in offensive and 
defensive tackle positions in 
After the Tempi~ game, one of football and in track he hurled the 
Temple's players commented that shot put .. 
he couldn't believe Xavier's record Of all his years in football, Tony 
after experiencing their hard feels that this baa bee~ his beat. He 
hitting. attributes some of thts success to 
One player which has head coach Dick Selcer. 
consistently contributed to this "I've played under three 
hard hitting is linebacker Tony coaches: Biles, Etler, and 
DelVecchio. Selcer," DelVecchio said, "and 
Tony began his career in the in my mind, there's no doubt 
gridiron sport as fa~ back as the. that Selcer is the best." Tony 
fifth grade despite his par:ent'a noted that having played under 
aspirations for him to be a boxer. "I three coaches and three 
eventually got my own way," different systems might well be 
recalls DelVecchio. the reason for the problems the 
. Tony prepped at Moeller High junior and seniors have had 
School in Cincinnati where he this year. 
lettered in both football and track .. · "We've progressed a lot this year, 
exception to the short-stading rule. The Wildcats marched 43 yards solid air attack, under the direction Fros h Fall· To· 
Although Villanova scored twice in 7 plays capped by Joe Belasco's of second-strig quarterback Drew "The offense as a unit has come a 
during the first quarter, the score 9yardruntowidenthegap21-7. Gorden.Gordoncompletedfourout Bobcais, 16-8 long way too. They're more 
though," Tony added. "We've 
started hitting a lot harder and 
we've gained a lot of experience." 
was not indicative of the match. The quarter had not yet ended of six for n·yarda and he scored the confident, especially Smitty (Paul 
The Muskie defense' held the when the Wildcats were in position final touchdown on a keeper. Smith'." 
Wildcats fast on their first few . to score again. Dave Myers· had Berrang made his last conversion by BOB HYLE, "This has basically been 
plays and had good field position been called on once again to get the and the score was left 42·14. Ass't. Sports Editor Smitty's year of learning to be a 
throughoutthequarter. Muskies out of trouble when the Junior split-end, ~ike Siani, The winless Xavier freshmen college quarterback. I'd look for 
Xavier lost a good break in double pass play failed on a 3·27 broke a career record m the game £ tb ll te d ped 'ts third some real good things from him. 
the opening minutes when a situation. for receiving. Siani went well past 00 a am rop l Oh. But first the team must have a 
Myer•s· punt was fumbled on Villanova's Bob Milanese called the mark (1239) with 1332. He also g~e o: the year to the to 'next year'." 
Villanova's 7 yardline. for a fair catch on the Muskie's 36 broke his own record of seven TD's Umve~tty Froah Bobcats, 16·8, 
Linebacker, Pat Hurley yardline putting the Wildcats in in one season. He now has eight l~atFndayatAth~:ns. . DelVecchio feels that the team 
recovered for Villanova which excellent field position. Woodring with four games left to play in the Ohio U. scored all of their pomta needs more time to adjust to Coach 
set off. a 93 yard march and the passed complete to Mike Siani on season. in the second quarter to overcome Selcer's system. "I definitely feel 
first Wildcat score. Villanov'a an early Xavier 8-0 lead. The that if Coach Selcer is given more 
John Heim charged over right 8 k b II S d p defenses battled it out in the last time, he'll ·put together a good 
guard to score from two yards as et a qua repares half as neither team could reach outfit." 
out. . 0 w· h A • the goal line. "I think a big plus for next year's 
The Wildcats went to the air for For pener . I~ . cqutnas Jim Lippencott, one of the four . squad is that the back-up men are 
their sceond TD when quarterback assistants in charge of the frosh, ready to step in. In fact, the only 
Daryl Woodring completed a 41 by JOHN LA ~NE when he says "We do have said, "We couldn't make the· big difference between ua and the 
yarii paBB to flanker .Mike Siani on Helmars, Bineg~r and Alt back play." reserves is our experience." 
Xaviera 2 yardline. Siani paced the Hopes run high as Xavier's but, there will be some new fac_ea "The offense had a real good first Looking ahead to the Quantico 
rem,Pning 2 yards. to score and Pat · ·basketball team approche& their out ~there. ·These· are-·· ofir quarter and the defense played well game, DelVecchio feels that their 
Berrang kicked the extra point to •70.'7l season opener against sophomores and with sophomores through the whole game, except main assets are a hard-hitting 
put the Wildcats out in front, 14-0. Acquinas ofMic~igan on Dec. 1. you have to expect that they are that second quarter," said Coach defense and a fast shifty back. 
Only 5:20 had elapsed in the b going to make sophomore Lippencott. "The Marines could be a surprise Although Asst's Coach Bo 'd 
second quarter before the Muakes Watson is not the pilot for the •7(). mistakes. We expect errors, but we In the first quarter, Quarterback and give us a hard time," aru 
got into the game. Thie initial . ,71 season, he does know what have to hope that we can keep them Tom O'Connel directed the team to DelVecchio. 
charge had been foiled when problema could be waiting during to a minimum." its only score of the day. The As fQr the future, Tony hasn't 
Wildcat Joe Cervini broke up a the coming season. He also knows Watson has this to say about the Muakes marched 60 yards in 12 made any definite plans. He may 
pass play on a 3-11 situation. But a what successes await if the competition for positions. plays. Dwight Allen, Kevin Smith pursue his major (Psychology) in 
roughin·the-kicker penalty put the problems can be kept to a "Competition is high. When you and Bob Powell did moat of the graduate school but if he receives a 
ball back in the hands of the minimum. have two and three people fighting running. pro offer, he's ready. 
Muske~rs 1·10 on Villanova's 43 for positions you have to be Xavier worked entirely on the 
yardline. . Watson states that "this year. encouraged. This competition helps ground with most of the playa 
It took the Muskies only five we are at ~n. advantaJ.e from everyone to do their beat at all going for five or six yards. Powell 
the standpoint of teach•ng the times." 
plays to score from that point. boys. We have a number of tookitinforthescore. 
The touchdown was scored people that we do not have to Two players have gotten Lippencott felt that Ed Tieman 
when Paul Smith lateraled to reteach things to. Sophomores stronger phys~cally over the and Mike Muakett were the 
Huwer on the far right side, up from last year's Frosh team summer and th1a strength should defensive standouts for the frosh. 
and Huwer in tum passed to used some of the same styles of pay off where it is needed most, on "They were not as good as Miami 
Dan Dever on the Villanova 15 play that the varsity used and the backboards for rebounding. and we though we could beat them. 
yardline. Dever, who was wide this will be an asset to us." The two are Rusty Blossom and We couldn't practice by ourselves, 
open, ran off the remaining . h . 't Bob Fullerton. At times the Muakes 
80 
we don't get to work with the 
yardage and Dave. Myers kick . Looking at t e ~mmg se~on .:a have been known to run the fast 
put the Muskieii close behind 18 known that ml8~kes will break, but they can only do this if team very much." 
14·7. made. Watson puts It very weU they can get the ball off the "They show a lot of progress and 
. S d p • defensive boards. Blossom and they team a lot. They have always Royals Offer XU tu . ent.s r1ce Fullerton are two people who must played good football and haven't 
I . G get the ball off the defensive board. been embarasaed, they just need Reduct.·on on' Specia ames poliah,"saidCoachLippencott. The countdown continues. 
ROYAL'S NEWS RELEASE 
Students at Xavier University can attend any one of four selected 
Cincinnati Royals profeasional basketball games at a half·price 
discount during the coining season. 
Occasionally it is stopped to repair The Froah host Dayton in their 
a mistake or to add a new system or final game of the season here at XU 
part to the total machine. ' next Monday, November 9. Tony DelVecchio 
College students at schools in the Royals' area ca!' redeem the coupon 
below for a choice $4 seat. Cost to the student Is $2. There are no 
restrictions on redemption. The coupon may be exchanged at the 
Cincinnati Gardens advance ticket office or at any time the night of the 
game. 
{~ndnnnli f!o_'J_nl /JnJL~Ilnff {~fuL, .Jnc·. 
"We'd like to give the !ltudents a chance to get better 
acquainted with our predominantly new club," says General 
Manager Joe Axelson. "And we think we've moved our.selves 
into their price range. I'm not so far removed from my college 
·days at Northwestern that I can't remember counting pennies." 
"We're not trying to compete with the college team," stresses 
Axelson. "We just think that on a one or two-time basis, a night 
watching pro basketball might make a pretty interesting evening for a 
guy and his date." 
The coupon is good for any one.of the following games: Sat., Nov. 7, 
Boston Celtics; Sat., Jan. 9, Seattle Supersonics; Sat., Jan. 30, S~n 
Diego Rockets; and Wed., Mar. 17, San Francisco Warriors. 
· {:lip out and save the coupon: 
.!25(1 Sl!yrnour Awenue . Ctn'''''"~'·· Oltto 4521:1. 
Telophone lA,.... C.odo 5131 ·n1 tillliO 
Come Watch The Royell Run 
This Coupon Worth $2.00 
Toward The Purchase Of Any 
$4.00 Ticket 
in Sections 16, 17,28 or 27 
to env Cincinnet! Roy1l 011'1'11Siisted below 
Set. Nov. 7 Boston Sit. Jen. 30 Sen Diego . 
Sat. Jan. 9 Seattle Wed. Mer 17 Sen Franctac:o 
tAll Geme Times 8:05 P.M.I 
(Redeem This Coupon It tfle Gerden'a 
"GO CARD" Windowl 
: ~ 
,. 




America has truly committed As that Black man's mind comes Both the Black ma~ and the 
itself. Staying true to its historical back to the strench of reality, he 
form, America entered Vietnam can recall that America's most Vietnamese people suffer under the 
'th th · yoke of oppression. 
Wl e guns blazing, the flags vtcious wars were waged against 
waving, and slogan: "Kill them all non-white people. The American Unlike the Vietnamese who fight 
there's bound to be one Communist . Indians encountered . Christian the oppressor, Black men have 
here." One day it struck many Warriors who could preach "love fought against the oppressed under 
Black people in America that this thy neighbor" and "good Indians the guidance of experienced 
was the same thing happening in are dead ones" in the same breath. murderers. Thr~ government keeps 
their neighborhoods, but the The weakened Japanese were the Black man in check by 
soldiers were called policemen and subject to the malicious destruction ~ermitti~g and even urging him to 
they wore badges (sometimes flags) caused by nuclear bombardment of fight_ With his own people. By 
and they kept the city streets Hiroshima and Nagesaki-after sendmg able bodied men to fight 
safe-for policemen. Of course all, what did the destruction of a men of color, America can save its 
Black people can't sit on their own generation of life and production b~ave white warriors for lynching 
front steps after six or walk to the mean to the "saviors of the world?" of women, burning of men on 
neighborhood sto fte • ht b N crosses, and bombing ofch1'ldren 1·n re a r e1g , ut ow the "Brother" begins to see 
that's the price of keeping the that his people have been subJ'ect to churches. (Some of the "expected 
Suburban
'te h And h hazards" oflife.) . 
I. s appy. t en, out "acceptable genocide" and 
of the red, white, and blue a ·letter "justifiable ho'mocide" for over four If a government will not protect 
comes to a Black family stating: hundred years. The Blessed the lives and homes of Black 
Our Cordial Greetings, Defenders of Freedom, while people, why should Black people be 
Your son has been chosen as one destroying the lands of other forced to fight in the military 
of the lucky young men who will nati,~ms, (in the name of Liberty), service? Self-defense is the first Jaw 
represent our great country in the 
waging of war on any nation 
weaker than our own. This 
experience is surpassed only by the 
fa'ct that your son may die in battle 
and be declared a minute hero in 
America's conquests. Remember 
the general directive for all new 
fools; yours is not to question why, 
· yours is but to do and die. America 
right or wrong.. ' 
Unlike many white and 
bourgeoisie "negro" families, the 
'ghetto brothers are beginning to 
oppose army induction because 
they realize that the people they are 
fighting for are · also fighting 
against them. Many Black men 
were seriously devoted to fight "the 
Communist agressors" to preserve 
freedom in the nation and in the 
world. 
imprison millions of non-white of nature. An individual or a people 
people within the boundaries of the must fight that which threatens its 
"Land of the Free and the Home of existence. Who threatens the Black 
the Brave." He sees that he has People's Existence the most, the 
more in common with the dying "Cong" or the "Klan"? Who will 
Vietnamese than he does with the make Black People more insecure, 
executives at Proctor and Gamble. Mao or Spiro? 
But • something strange Mr. Nixon has established 
happened. In the mist of ruined southeast Asia with his Peace-Plan 
homes and the bloody bodies of a~d has brought a cease fire in the 
women and children a Black man Mld-_East. "The tide is slowly 
remembers the Nei~hborhood Pig turnmg." But is this the last tide? 
Patrol taking timeout from their 
harassment of women and children 
to crash the skulls of a few brothers 
rappin' and laughing on a corner. 
His mind wanders back to the 
number of times he was called a 
"dirty lazy-ass nigger." He can still 
hear people shout about how 
ungrateful "his kind" are for the 
wonderful life they were allowed to 
lead in America. 
NOTICE 
The Philosophy Club will 
hold its first meeting this 
Sunday, November 8th, in the 
Hearth Room, located in the 
basement of the University 
Center. The program begins. · 
at 8:00 p.m. with ·a presenta-
tion and discussion of current 
philosophical trends. 
VINE AND CALHOUN PHONE 751-0646 
---·-··-----
PART TIME JOBS 
3 TO 11 SHIFT 
Work Any Two Evenings 
Plus Saturday Day Shift 
$75 per week Salary 
Call 621-4924 
Student Director 
\Vish you were here. 
UJasserman 
&D!S rac:a ·&~:rae~ · 
Jewelers for one generation. Yours. , ______ ; __________ ., ______ _ 
NOVEMBER 
AnRACTIONS 
4th Borrow~d Thyme 
5th Borrowed Thyme 
6th Haymarket Riot. 
7th Rainbow 
8th Daybreakers 
'10th James Gang Concert 
11th Torpmy Strand 
. ' . 
12th 
~ I . ; 
Tommy Strand 
13th Tom;my Strand 




20th To .Be Announced 
To Be Announced 
22nd To Be Announced 
